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Overview
1. The Situation

• Transform Canadian infrastructure, contributing over 
$400M USD by using Hyperloop technology to 
connect major ports to intermodal distribution hubs

• Canada’s Pacific Gateway connects trade between 
Asia and North America and handles $0.5B/day of 
goods. Despite ongoing expansion projects, ports are 
expected to be significantly under capacity

• Implement Hyperloop along existing Right of Ways 
(ROWs) across Canada, relocating shipping and 
handling from congested industrial land, offsetting 
30% GHG emissions from freight, creating thousands 
of jobs and integrating First Nations communities

• Hyperloop: pods travelling at over 1000 km/h using 
magnetic levitation in vacuum tubes above ground

• Countries currently testing and exploring 
implementation but feasibility and safety concerns
may take a decade to solve

• By piloting this new technology for cargo and 
eventually building commercial projects for people, 
Canada will have the opportunity to establish 
excellence in a transformational technology

• Economic: Over $400M USD of value, adding 25%-
30% of jobs in construction sector across Canada. 
Increasing trade of Canadian exports and consumer 
packaged imports through streamlined supply chain

• Environmental: Powered by solar, offsets up to 30% 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from freight, and  
incorporates existing logistics centres to create 
inland distribution hubs 

• Societal: Transform our cities to support both 
families and businesses with cargo trade as well as 
public transport. Improve relationships with First 
Nations groups through collaboration

2. Cargo Before People 3. Our Network’s Benefits

• By 2050, ports will be 30% under capacity; Canada 
will lose millions of dollars worth of trade and have 
difficulty supporting thriving e-commerce market

• The Gateway requires 2,200 acres of industrial land 
in Vancouver alone and only 600 acres are available. 
Congestion from trucking is increasing port operating 
costs by 15%

• Cargo transport is the fastest growing greenhouse 
gas emitter in Canada’s transportation sector 

• Require a safe, efficient solution for public transport

4. Needs Addressed
• Funding: Federal government allocated $10B CAD 

to develop national cargo infrastructure corridors
• Legal: Existing Right of Ways across multiple 

provinces and territories reduce complexity of
Hyperloop corridor’s feasibility study

• Technology: Virgin Hyperloop One (private 
company) actively testing technology for 
implementation

• Societal: Cities focused on implementing
Transportation Strategy that improves livability and 
creates jobs to retain talent

5. Key Enablers
• Geographic: Rising city densities and protected 

lands reduce amount of land available. Mitigate by
building Hyperloop network along existing RoWs

• Business case: Projects are inadequately funded. 
Mitigate with Public Private Partnership (P3) which 
increases access to flexible funding sources and 
risk management strategies

• Competition: US ports growing operations rapidly. 
Mitigate by attracting top talent with leading 
technology, offering portfolio of transport options, 
and marketing to new and existing customers

6. Challenges and Mitigation



Canada: Major Trade Route in Transit(ion)
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Canada’s Pacific Gateway is where Canadian ports and intermodal hubs connect trade between Asia and North America. The Ports of 
Vancouver and Prince Rupert have $500M/day of trade flows and are experiencing 7% annual growth.1 There is currently $22B CAD of planned 
investment to support growth, with an additional $4B CAD by 2020.2

Despite these investments, the Gateway is facing increasing pressures: 

E-commerce sales doubled to $33.8B 
CAD (2016), infrastructure not flexible to 

support 24h delivery demand3

Labour shortage exists: 25% of port 
workers are medically sleep deprived, 

leading to resignations4

10.5% of Canada’s greenhouse gas 
emissions are from cargo transport 

and increasing4

Canada is struggling to support the backbone of a growing trade industry
1Conference Board of Canada, "Greater Vancouver Economic Scorecard 2016,“, 2BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, "The Pacific Gateway Transformation Strategy 2012-2020,“3H. K. Shaw, "Canada is ripe for the format," National Post,4Plumptre, B., Angen, E., and Zimmerman, D., “The State of Freight,” 2017, Pembina Institute

Major trade route (illustrative)

Major trade partner



Vancouver
3.1M TEU

Seattle/Tacoma
3.6M TEU

Oakland
2.3M TEU Los Angeles/Long Beach

15.3M TEU

Prince Rupert
0.7M TEU

Congesting the Entrance to Canada
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30% under
capacity

Most goods enter Canada through the Port of Vancouver, which also is the 
most favorable shipping port on the West Coast1. The gateway is facing an 
uphill battle and risk losing business to US ports:

• 95% of trade ($202B CAD of goods)1 through the Gateway flows 
through three port terminals in Vancouver: Centerm, Vanterm and Roberts 
Bank Terminal 2, with 66% of goods destined for US1

• 20% annual increase in ports’ trade volume with ongoing expansion 
projects1, trips from the dock to an intermodal or warehouse facility are 
expected to increase congestion by ~40%2 in downtown

• 33% trucking shortage3 projected by 2024 as 40,000 workers retire; 
recruiting talent expected to be difficult To meet demand, the Port of Vancouver:

• Needs 30% additional capacity after planned expansion 
projects by 20501

• Needs 2,500 acres of industrial land to operate in current 
conditions by 2020, yet only 600 acres are available4

• Experiencing 15% increase in operating costs due to 
gridlocked city and strained existing infrastructure5

• Need connected system to support increasing demand for 
consumer goods3

1Ocean Shipping Consultants, "Container Traffic Forecast Study - Port of Vancouver, 2016,“, 2Delta Loop Analysis 3Canadian Trucking Alliance, “Truck Driver Supply and Demand Gap” 4Western Transportation Advisory Council, 
"Freight demand outlook: Is Western Canada's transportation system up to it?,“ 5Freight Management Association of Canada, "The Future of Transportation in Canada: Developing a Long-term Agenda for Transportation,"

TEU Throughput74%

70%

88%

92%

xx% Port Competitiveness

Despite having a moderate capacity, the Port of Vancouver is considered the most 
favorable shipping port on the West Coast1



Connecting Canadian Ports using Hyperloop

5Improve Canadian cargo supply chains, accelerate North American trade and pave the way for safe mass transit

We propose creating a network* of ports and intermodal distribution hubs using Hyperloop technology. Currently being tested by Virgin 
Hyperloop One, Hyperloop consists of above ground tubes containing pods travelling over 1000 km/h with magnetic levitation. Eight countries are 
piloting the technology, signaling steps towards commercial viability. While Canada has seen proposals for public transport using Hyperloop 
technology, associated safety concerns may take decades to mitigate. We will safely use the technology to:

Provide fast and responsive supply chain; 
increasing trade and supporting Canadian economy

Connect communities, lowering cost of goods, 
resulting in thousands of new jobs and improving 
relationships with First Nations communities

Free up industrial land, reduce GHG emissions, 
reduce congestion on existing infrastructure and 
improve the livability of Canadian cities

Locate logistics centres to increase use of existing 
infrastructure, creating flexible inland hubs with 
intermodal options for efficient transport 

*Specific routes subject to change depending on environmental, community and legal consultations

Implement cargo route first, mitigating public safety 
concerns, reducing costs, and enabling scalability 
for future mass transit

Major Hyperloop Station

Hyperloop Route

Rail Corridor

Truck Corridor

Marine Corridor
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Phase 1: Vancouver, A Transformed Gateway

Delta Logistics Centre

Robert’s Bank Station
$3B invested current investment for upgrades1

Border Station
Connects trade with US

Vancouver Station
Located beside Centerm and Vanterm ports
Centerm: $450M current investment for upgrades1

Delta Station

CANADA
USA

Based on our initial feasibility study, the Vancouver corridor:

• Connects 3 major port terminals, increasing port capacity
by 30%2, and reducing truck and rail congestion by 36% 
and 25% respectively2

• Built along existing Right of Ways (RoWs) including 
major roads, CN Rail, and CP Rail tracks to minimize 
costs, and accelerate permits and approval processes

• Powered by renewable energy (solar and hydro), 
offsetting GHG emissions by up to 40%2 from 
Vancouver’s cargo industry

Delta Logistics Centre is a intermodal hub which:

• Can integrate with a pre-existing hub owned and operated* by 
Tsawwassen First Nations, and collaborate to support 
community development

• Enables efficient cargo transport via highways and railways 
by supporting existing infrastructure with transporting short 
haul goods

• Provides expedited access across Canada and into the 
Midwest US3

By streamlining supply chains, our route transforms Canada’s main trade gateway into an international hub
1Conference Board of Canada, “Delta Loop Analysis,“, 2BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, 

*Inland distribution hubs will be incorporated in a similar method across Canada



Where Speed Matters
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E-commerce’s double digit growth is exposing consumer demand fluctuations. The majority of consumers have fluctuating demand volatility 
due to changing consumer preferences. Canada’s traditional supply chain infrastructure is not designed to handle 65% of goods are low-
demand, high-volatility and need speed to reach the consumer.

1SKU = Stock Keeping Unit

With our corridor, cargo delivery is consistently trustworthy and speedy when needed

While new infrastructure is required, integrating a Hyperloop 
solution into the existing supply chain enables Canadian 
consumers to enjoy the benefits of speed and consistency. Our 
Hyperloop network solution is designed to:

• Provide a responsive supply chain that not only adapts to 
consumer demand but preserves product quality

• Develop cargo industry’s human-centred design needs by 
designing Hyperloop pods to standardized containers for 
modular transloading

• Accelerate delivery of goods by shipping to large inland 
distribution centres, creating inter- and intra-city networks 
that bypass slow speed and congestion from typical rail and 
truck combinations

• Enable ports in city centres to enter land arbitrage by 
selling excess waterfront capacity at premium real estate 
prices and buying cheaper industrial real estate further inland

High volume-low volatility
<20% of SKUs1, >50% of profits
Example: Petroleum products

High volume-high volatility
<5% of SKUs, <20% of profits
Example: Uranium

Low volume-high volatility
>50% of SKUs, <20% of profits
Example: eCommerce/seasonal

Low volume-low volatility
20-50% of SKUs, 20-50% of profits
Example: Car batteries

Volume 
produced 

(SKUs1)

Demand volatility (%)

Delta Loop’s Target Market

Illustrative example



Growing Communities

• First Nations groups operate majority of existing 
distribution centres in Canada

• Directly generate 25%-30%1 more jobs in construction 
and transportation by integrating existing distribution 
centres into our corridor and enabling First Nations 
communities 

• Piloting with cargo route ensures that Hyperloop is well 
tested and safe for people

Social Considerations

• 10.5% of Canada’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions is 
from freight2

• Powered by solar and hydro electricity, Hyperloop has 
the potential to offset freight emissions by up to 30%3, 
helping Canada to meet GHG reduction targets by 2030

• Potential for further emissions reductions with eventual 
human transit application

• Congested bridges over rivers and waterways are 
increasing port operating costs and reducing cities’ 
livability

• Transporting goods through Hyperloop will ease pressure 
and congestion in metropolitan cities while connecting 
communities across Canada

• Placing Logistics centres on existing industrial land result 
in ~$448M net sales gain for Vancouver*

• In Vancouver alone, job market is growing annually at 
3.6%, but talent is leaving due to lack of innovation4

• At least 17,000 additional jobs projected from Hyperloop 
construction in Vancouver4

• Hyperloop implementation will spur R&D in emerging 
technologies, enabling Canada to attract, retain and 
develop talent

Environmental Impact

Geographical Boundaries Economic Growth

* Refer to Project Financials on slide 9 1CBRE Canada, “Supply Chain Viewpoint 2015”,"2Vanderbilt Center for Transportation Research, "Critical Issues Impacting the Freight Transportation Industry,“ 3Delta Loop Analysis 4R. Hogue, "British Columbia Provincial Outlook June 2017 
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Driven by Public Private Partnership (P3)

9Reducing project risk and increasing access to funding through collaboration

Collaboration with public and private sectors is crucial to the success of megaprojects such as Delta Loop’s hubs. In Canada, P3s have declared 
objectives that ensure transparent procurement processes and drive progress. This allows megaprojects to attract investment and maximize 
capital.1

Sharing equity can also reduce risk and protect incentives of project partners aligned to the same outcome.1 To align implementation and 
operation of our network, we expanded the simple two-partner P3 model to an illustrative four-way equity share:

Government
Equity: 30%

Hyperloop One
Equity: 30%

Port Authorities
Equity: 30%

Logistics Companies
Equity: 10%

• Financer: Access to $35B 
funding from Canadian 
Infrastructure Bank2

• Provide regulatory support to 
conduct feasibility studies, 
RoW acquisitions, 
construction, and labour

• Approver: Support 
integration with existing 
railways and highways

• Co-Developer: Provide 
Hyperloop technology

• Support construction 
management and technical 
operations

• Operator: Integrate 
Hyperloop network into 
existing port operations

• Grow connections with 
suppliers and customers; 
improving international trade

• Collaborator: Obtain priority 
storage rights at logistics 
centres

• Collaborator: 3rd party 
category to be identified 
with further consultation

• Integrated with Hyperloop 
network operations and 
using corridor facilities

1 M. Della Rocca, "The rising advantage of public-private partnerships,"2Government of Canada, "Canada Infrastructure Bank," 



Looking at the Cost for Phase 1
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$367M
USD 11% 10

Years

*Economic Model available upon request, **TEU: Twenty foot equivalent container
The Ideal Pilot for Hyperloop Technology with viable returns for infrastructure projects

Our preliminary economic model* projects the value of increased efficiency and responsive supply chain to be available to customers below 
$700/TEU**. As the $/km Hyperloop line decreases with time, intercity lines will become more attractive for people and cargo. There is little 
difference in revenue for both options, however cargo route offers near terms economic returns for a one of a kind full solution.

NPV IRR Payback Period

A high level overview of the economic model is shown below. Overhead costs were applied as a factor to total CAPEX and OPEX spend.
CAPEX

• Land: exploration, finding, purchasing, 
and expansion

• Building: construction and expansion

• Logistics: ERP development, 
equipment, and vehicles

OPEX
• Land: land licensing and property 

taxes

• Labour, logistics, marketing, and 
transportation licensing

• Miscellaneous: Environmental 
rehabilitation 

Time $

Pe
op

le
C

ar
go 5 min $700

45 min+gate $600

5 min $39

1h 15 min $5.60

45 min $5+parking

45 min $25-$55Illustrative comparative example of 1 way journey from Delta to downtown Vancouver



Focusing on the Road Ahead
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P h a s e d  S c a l e  U p
• Continue stakeholder engagement
• Conduct environmental assessment
• Conduct full feasibility study for Port of Vancouver
• Submit funding proposal to Canada Transport 

Authority
• Build partnerships with Prince Rupert and Port of 

Montreal for expansion

P r o p o s a l s  &  Ap p r o va l
• Hyperloop construction in Vancouver begins
• Apply to National Trade Corridor Fund
• Sign partnership agreements for development 

and operation 
• Begin consultation for human transit

Va l i d a t e  &  E n g a g e
• Engage in discussions with indigenous 

peoples and local communities
• Establish partnerships with Port of Vancouver
• Engage ports and access data to support 

comprehensive corridor modelling

Years 3-10 Years 10-15Years 1-3

Successful implementation of a trans-Canada Hyperloop corridor requires us to collaborate with our partners and mitigate the following challenges:

With these enablers and mitigation strategies, we will propose following the timeline below:

Challenge Mitigation Strategy Enabler
Geography: Urbanization reducing available 
industrial land for project

Build Hyperloop network along existing highways 
and rails across Canada

Existing RoWs have completed feasibility studies, 
reducing barrier to implementation

Financial: Access to funding Access private and federal funding via P3 model $10B CAD from federal government available to 
improve trade corridors in Canada

Safety: New technology operating at high speeds Implement cargo before people to learn key 
lessons and map out risk

Technology is ready for cargo implementation, 
cargo regulations are promoting innovation

Competition: Rapidly growing US ports Attract top talent, offer portfolio of transport 
options, and market to new and existing customers

Increased supply of Canadian exports and 
consumer imports through Hyperloop technology

Designing sustainable infrastructure that grows Canadian communities, businesses, and environment
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